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July:
Armfield, Julia Our Wives Under the Sea – When Leah returns from being trapped under the sea in a
submarine, her wife knows something is wrong. Miri must face the possibility that the woman she loves
is slipping from her grasp.
Babalola, Bolu Honey & Spice – Kiki Banjo’s college radio show is all about helping women not fall into
messy “situationships,” but her defenses are weakened when she starts falling for the type of man she
warns women about.
Baldacci, David The 6:20 Man – mystery – Travis Devine has given up fighting the Taliban for the
cutthroat world of high finance, but when deaths start piling up, he must question who he can trust.
Balogh, Mary Remember Love – romance – (Book 1 in the Ravenswood Series) Devlin Ware has been
banished from home for six years. When he returns as heir, he reconnects with the woman he loved, but
can he return her love?
Banks, Maya Wherever You Are – romance – (Book 12 in the Kelly/KGI Series) When KGI agent Conrad
gets sent in to save Skylar’s life, he isn’t prepared for his desire to keep her close and for wanting her to
remain in his arms forever.
Basham, Pepper The Heart of the Mountains – To escape a marriage, Cora leaves England for North
Carolina where she is a nurse in the Great War. After the war, she chooses to stay in this hard landscape
carving a life for herself among these unique people.
Beauman, Ned Venomous Lumpsucker – A dark and witty story of environmental collapse and runaway
capitalism.
Billingham, Mark The Murder Book – mystery – (Book 18 in the Tom Thorne Series) Hunting the woman
responsible for a series of grisly murders, Thorne has no way of knowing that he will be plunged into a
nightmare from which he may never wake.
Black, Lisa Red Flags – mystery – (Book 1 in the Dr. Ellie Carr and Dr. Rachael Davies Series) A pulsepounding new series with a taut, compelling forensic thriller that introduces Dr. Ellie Carr and Dr.
Rachael Davies, who must combine their expertise to solve deadly crimes.
Blake, Lexi Bayou Sweetheart – romance – (Book 5 in the Butterfly Bayou Series) Sparks fly in Louisiana's
Butterfly Bayou when a Hollywood starlet falls for a local deputy in a small town.
Bond, Veronica Castle Deadly, Castle Deep – cozy mystery – (Book in the Dinner and a Murder Series)
After a man dies during a performance at Castle Dark, Nora Blake learns just how hard it is to catch a
killer, especially if every suspect is a trained actor.

Bradford, Laura A Perilous Pal – cozy mystery – (Book 2 in the Friend for Hire Series) Entrepreneur Emma
Westlake’s new business is booming until her latest client is arrested for murder.
Brown, Eleanor Any Other Family – Three sets of parents find themselves intertwined after adopting
four biological siblings, having committed to keeping the children as connected as possible.
Brunsvold, Sara The Extraordinary Deaths of Mrs. Kip – When Aidyn is assigned to write an obituary for a
dying septuagenarian, she thought it would be an unremarkable life story…she was wrong.
Burcell, Robin and Clive Cussler The Serpent's Eye – (Book 13 in the Sam and Remi Fargo Adventure
Series) Husband-and-wife team Sam and Remi Fargo face an exciting new adventure.
Carlisle, Kate The Paper Caper – cozy mystery – (Book 16 in the Bibliophile Mystery Series) San Francisco
book-restoration expert Brooklyn Wainwright is back with an intriguing new mystery.
Carpenter, Kerri The Rules of Love – (Book 1 in the Seaside Cove Series) When a one-night stand with her
former friend turned enemy, bar owner Ethan MacAllister, results in an accidental pregnancy, social
media strategist Lauren Wallace, determined to lay down some ground rules, discovers the best way of
figuring out the rules is by breaking them.
Castillo, Linda The Hidden One – mystery – (Book 14 in the Kate Burkholder Series) The discovery of an
Amish bishop's remains leads chief of police Kate Burkholder to unearth a chilling secret.
Center, Katherine The Bodyguard – romance – Unabashedly romantic, laugh-out-loud funny, and the
perfect summer read.
Chambers, Becky A Prayer for the Crown-Shy – science fiction – (Book 2 in the Monk & Robot Series)
After touring the rural areas of Panga, Monk & Robot turn their attention to the villages and cities of
their little moon they call home.
Chase, Eve The Birdcage – mystery – When half-sisters Kat, Flora, and Lauren are unexpectedly
summoned to Rock Point, it is clear they are not alone – someone is lurking in the shadows.
Chiaverini, Jennifer Switchboard Soldiers – A story about the women of the U.S. Army Signal Corps, who
broke down gender barriers in the military, smashed the workplace glass ceiling, and battled a pandemic
as they helped lead the Allies to victory.
Child, Lincoln Chrysalis – (Book 6 in the Dr. Jeremy Logan Series) Centered on a dominant tech company,
Chrysalis, whose groundbreaking virtual reality technology is redefining the way we live and possibly
introducing a catastrophic danger to the world.
Chow, Jennifer J. Death by Bubble Tea – cozy mystery – (Book 1 in the LA Night Market Series) Two
cousins who start a food stall at their local night market get a serving of murder.
Cleveland, Karen The New Neighbor – mystery – Secrets, jealousy, and paranoia collide when a
seemingly perfect new family moves into a neighborhood with ties to the CIA.

Coble, Colleen Edge of Dusk – (Book 1 in the Annie Pederson Series) Even though secrets lie off the coast
of Rock Harbor, the truth will set Annie Pederson free—if it doesn’t kill her first.
Connealy, Mary Inventions of the Heart – (Book 2 in the Lumber Baron’s Daughters Series) Michelle
thought she was safe hiding at the Two Harts Ranch, but trouble arrives, and if she goes to the sheriff,
her location will be revealed. Can Zane keep her safe as their troubles have only just begun?
Cooper, Maren Finding Grace – When Charles tricks Caroline into an unwanted pregnancy, she only goes
through with it because he agrees to raise their daughter, who grows up surrounded by toxic
resentment on one side and suffocating love on the other.
Crouch, Blake Upgrade – science fiction – An ordinary man undergoes a startling transformation—and
fears that all of humanity may be next.
Cutter, Abigail Long Shadows – horror – Tom Smiley’s life as a Confederate soldier in a Union prison
scared him so deeply that even in death he still haunts his deserted childhood home, unable to forget
the war.
Dark, Alice Elliott Fellowship Point – The triumphant story of a lifelong friendship between two singular
women across the arc of the 20th century.
Darke, Minnie With Love from Wish & Co. – romance – Brian Charlesworth is Marnie’s most prized
customer, and today she’s wrapping the perfect anniversary gift for his wife, Suzanne and a birthday
present for his mistress, Leona. What could possibly go wrong?
Davis, Lindsey Desperate Undertaking – mystery – (Book 10 in the Flavia Albia Mystery Series) A serial
killer is at large, and the authorities prefer a cover-up, but Albia is going to discover what is going on.
De Giovanni, Maurizio Bread – mystery – (Book 5 in the Bastards of Pizzofalcone Series) When the
Bastards are called in to investigate the brutal murder of a baker, there is nothing they wouldn’t do to
prove themselves to the community.
Delany, Vicki Murder Spills the Tea – cozy mystery – (Book 3 in the Tea by the Sea Series) Lily Roberts
pores over the clues in a piping hot new case when a confrontational celebrity chef is murdered at her
Cape Cod tearoom during the filming of a popular baking show.
Deutermann, PT The Last Paladin – Based on the true story of the USS Hayward (DE-24), a World War II
Atlantic Fleet destroyer escort which has spent the past two years in the unforgiving battle for survival
against the German U-boats of the North Atlantic.
Ellis, David Look Closer – mystery – Simon and Vicky couldn’t have seemed more normal, but they are far
from normal, and one of them just may be a killer.
Feist, Raymond E. Master of Furies – fantasy – (Book 3 in the Firemane Series) Hatushaly is learning to
control the powers he inherited, but will he be able to channel his magic in time?
Fesperman, Dan Winter Work – An exhilarating spy thriller inspired by a true story about the precious
secrets up for grabs just after the fall of the Berlin Wall.

Freeman, Brian The Bourne Sacrifice – (A Book in the Jason Bourne Series) Jason Bourne and a former
ally join forces to take down a murderous tech giant.
Gailey, Sarah Just Like Home – mystery – When Vera’s mother says, “Come home,” she obeys and
returns to the home of a serial killer. Back to the house where her father and the bodies he buried lay,
back to secrets yet undiscovered.
Garwood, Julie Grace Under Fire – romance – (Book 14 in the Buchanan/FBI Series) Michael Buchanan
will need every bit of his extensive skill set when he appoints himself as bodyguard to a woman
determined not to need one.
Gear, Michael W. and Kathleen O’Neal Gear Lightning Shell – (Book 5 in the People of Cahokia Series)
The dramatic conclusion to the People of Cahokia sub-series.
Gerritsen, Tess Listen to Me – mystery – (Book 13 in the Rizzoli & Isles Series) Rizzoli & Isles are
investigating the gruesome murder of a nurse and protecting a young student from a stalker. But
immersed in their day jobs, will they lose sight of something sinister happening much closer to home?
Goddard, Elizabeth Critical Alliance – (Book 3 in the Rocky Mountain Courage Series) When Special
Agent Alex Knight and cybersecurity expert MacKenzie Hanson must work together, the situation turns
deadly.
Goodman, Carol The Disinvited Guest – mystery – When Lucy, Reed, and five of their closest friends
quarantine on the family island tempers flare and accidents turn deadly.
Graham, Heather Aura of Night – (Book 37 in the Krewe of Hunters Series) Megan wants to bury the
memory of her brutal kidnapping and move on with her life, but FBI investigator Ragnar is running out of
time and needs her help.
Greaney, Mark Armored – (Book 1 in the Joshua Duffy Series) When professional bodyguard Joshua
Duffy lost half of his leg on assignment, he thought his career was over, but then a friend calls him for
one last dangerous job.
Hafner, Katie The Boys – When Ethan and Barb become foster parents, they thought it would bring them
closer together, not be a wedge in their relationship. Can Ethan repair his marriage?
Hall, Rachel Howzell We Lie Here – mystery – A woman’s trip home reveals frightening truths in a twisty
novel of murder and family secrets.
Hamilton, Ian Finale – mystery – (Book 4 in the Uncle Chow Tung Series) Uncle prepares for his
inevitable death after a terminal cancer diagnosis, which has him recalling his first encounter with Ava
Lee.
Hare, Louise Miss Aldridge Regrets – mystery – After there is a murder at the London Club Lena works
at, she jumps at the chance for a role on Broadway, little knowing death would follow.

Hawkins, Jennifer A Cold Nose for Murder – cozy mystery – (Book 3 in the Chatty Corgi Series) Trouble is
brewing for a tea shop owner with a penchant for investigation and her talking corgi.
Hendrix, Grady How to Sell a Haunted House – horror – When their parents pass away the only asset left
for Louise and Mark is their parent’s house…but why are all the mirrors covered with newspaper and the
attic door nailed shut?
Hickman, Tracy and Richard Garriott The Eye of Scales – fantasy – (Book 2 in the Blade of the Avatar
Series) An epic fantasy novel based on the award-winning Shroud of Avatar game.
Hillier, Jennifer The Things We Do in the Dark – mystery – Paris Peralta is suspected of killing her
celebrity husband, and her long-hidden past now threatens to destroy her future.
Hokeah, Oscar Calling for a Blanket Dance – A moving and deeply engaging debut novel about a young
Native American man finding strength in his familial identity.
Huang, Christopher Unnatural Ends – mystery – When Sir Lawrence Linwood is murdered his three heirs
return home to find that his estate shall go to the heir that solves his murder.
Itaranta, Emmi The Moonday Letters – science fiction – Lumi is an Earth-born healer whose Mars-born
spouse Sol disappears unexpectedly on a work trip. As Lumi begins her quest to find Sol, she delves
gradually deeper into Sol’s secrets – and her own.
Jackson, Brenda The House on Blueberry Lane – romance – (Book 6 in the Catalina Cove Series) The
biggest mistake of Jaye Colfax’s life was letting Velvet Spencer leave him. It took Jaye two years to find
where Velvet had gone. Now he’s come to Catalina Cove to prove his love and win back her heart—but
will Velvet have him?
James, Holly Nothing but the Truth – romance – Lucy Green learns that when you make a wish, you can’t
always get what you want…but you might just get what you need.
Kingfisher, T. What Moves the Dead – horror – A gripping and atmospheric retelling of Poe’s classic “The
Fall of the House of Usher.”
Koontz, Dean The Big Dark Sky – science fiction – Through a bizarre twist of seemingly coincidental
circumstances, a band of strangers now find themselves under Montana’s big dark sky. Their lives
entwined; they face an encroaching horror. Unless they can defeat this threat, it will spell the end for
humanity.
Lavoie, Marie-Renee Some Maintenance Required – It is Laurie’s final spring before adulthood, and she
learns to come to terms with circumstances beyond her control.
Lebbon, Tim Hot Water – science fiction – A gripping, terrifying road trip through the heat of the postapocalyptic American desert.
Lee, Jayci Booked on a Feeling – romance – An overachieving lawyer, a failing bookstore, a childhood
friend, and the chance of a lifetime all come together in this delicious romantic comedy.

Lin, Ed Death Doesn’t Forget – mystery – (Book 4 in the Taipei Night Market Series) Jing-nan, owner of a
popular night market food stall, is framed for a string of high-profile murders. Why does it seem like he's
always the one left holding the skewer?
Loren, Roni For You & No One Else – romance – Eliza is a viral “Worst Date Ever” meme, and as her world
begins to crumble, Beck Carter steps in to teach her the wonders of surviving the “real world.” No
technology, no apps, no filters.
Macomber, Debbie The Best Is Yet to Come – romance – When a woman alone in the world bravely
chooses to open her heart, two lost souls have a new chance at belonging.
Malfi, Ronald Black Mouth – horror – A group of friends return to their hometown to confront a
nightmare they first stumbled on as teenagers in this mesmerizing odyssey of terror.
March, Nev Peril at the Exposition – mystery – Captain Jim Agnihotri and his new bride, Diana Framji,
return for another exciting adventure.
Marra, Anthony Mercury Pictures Presents – The epic tale of a brilliant woman who must reinvent
herself to survive, moving from Mussolini's Italy to 1940s Los Angeles.
Martin, Charles The Record Keeper – (Book 3 in the Murphy Shepherd Series) When Murphy’s beloved
mentor and friend is taken, he knows he has to finally stop Bones’ brother.
Martin, Madeline The American Librarian – As a librarian at the Library of Congress, Ava was not
expecting to be sent to Lisbon as a spy gathering intelligence, and in occupied France, Elaine is an
apprentice at a printing press run by the resistance that the Nazis are looking for. Ava and Elaine find
themselves connecting through coded messages.
McCall Smith, Alexander The Sweet Remnants of Summer – (Book 14 in the Isabel Dalhousie Series) Our
favorite moral philosopher is caught up in a delicate dispute between members of a prominent family as
her husband, Jamie, is dragged into his own internecine rivalry.
McNally, Jo When Sparks Fly – romance – (Book 5 in the Rendezvous Falls Series) Don’t miss this next
book in the Rendezvous Falls series centered around a matchmaking book club in Rendezvous Falls, New
York.
Meadows, Foz A Strange and Stubborn Endurance – fantasy – Byzantine politics, lush sexual energy, and
a queer love story that is by turns sweet and sultry. This novel is an exploration of gender, identity, and
self-worth; it is a book that will live in your heart long after you turn the last.
Mina, Denise Confidence – mystery – (Book 2 in the Anna and Fin Series) On a thrilling chase across
Europe, Anna and Fin are caught up in a world of international art smuggling, billionaire con artists and
religious zealotry.
Miranda, Megan The Last to Vanish – mystery – A gripping thriller that opens with the disappearance of
a journalist who is investigating a string of vanishings in the resort town of Cutter’s Pass, will its dark
secrets finally be revealed?

Montclair, Allison The Unkept Woman – mystery – (Book 4 in the Sparks & Bainbridge Mystery Series)
London, 1946, Iris Sparks must deal with aspects of her past exploits during the recent war that have
come back around to haunt her.
Montimore, Margarita Acts of Violet – A dazzling and twisty new novel about a famous magician who
disappears, leaving her sister to figure out what really happened.
Moreno-Garcia, Silvia The Daughter of Doctor Moreau – science fiction – A dreamy reimagining of “The
Island of Doctor Moreau” set against the backdrop of nineteenth-century Mexico.
Munier, Paula The Wedding Plot – mystery – (Book 4 in the Mercy Carr Mystery Series) Mercy and Elvis
find themselves at a deadly Vermont wedding.
Patterson, James and James O. Born Shattered – mystery – (Book 14 in the Michael Bennett Series)
Nothing could tear Michael Bennett away from his new bride, except the murder of the woman who
was his partner and best friend.
Pearse, Sarah The Retreat – mystery – This is detective Elin Warner’s second outing as she uncovers the
truth behind the suspicious deaths on a stunning island getaway.
Peterson, Tracie Beyond the Desert Sands – (Book 2 in the Love on the Santa Fe Series) Leaving her
opulent life living with her aunt, Isabella returns to the mining town her father founded where her
whole life changes, and she struggles to sort through her future and who she wants to be.
Pettrey, Dani The Deadly Shallows – (Book 3 in the Coastal Guardians Series) When masked men open
fire at a Coast Guard graduation it is up to Brooke Kesler and CGIS Agent Noah Rowley to track down the
killer before he strikes again.
Rains, Annie The True Love Bookshop – romance – (Book 3 in the Somerset Lake Series) When her
husband’s best friend shows up to investigate her husband’s mysterious death, can Tess face the truth?
Reichs, Kathy Cold, Cold Bones – mystery – (Book 21 in the Temperance Brennan Series) Temperance
uncovers a series of gruesome killings that eerily reenact her most shocking prior cases.
Reynolds, Allie The Swell – mystery – A pulse-pounding beach read that explores the dangerous ties
between a group of elite surfers who are determined to find the perfect wave at any cost…even murder.
Rosenfelt, David Holy Chow – cozy mystery – (Book 25 in the Andy Carpenter Series) Rachel calls asking
Andy to take care of her pet, Tessie, if she dies. Little does he realize she will be murdered within the
week.
Silva, Daniel Portrait of an Unknown Woman – (Book 22 in the Gabriel Allon Series) Restorer and spy
Gabriel Allon embarks on a dangerous hunt across Europe for the secret behind the forgery of a 17th
century masterpiece that has fooled experts and exchanged hands for millions.
Singh, Nalini Storm Echo – (Book 6 in the Psy-Changeling Trinity Series) The next novel in the
mesmerizing Psy-Changeling Trinity series.

Spector, Elijah Kinch Kalyna the Soothsayer – fantasy – Kalyna is a young, brash "clairvoyant" con artist
who must prophesize her way out of peril.
Stott, Rebecca Dark Earth – fantasy – A captivating novel about two sisters fighting for survival in Dark
Ages Britain that casts a thrilling spell of magic and myth.
Thompson, Jean The Poet's House – An unforgettable, lighthearted story about a young woman who
discovers the insular world of writers.
Thor, Brad Rising Tiger – (Book 21 in the Scot Harvath Series) Deadly operative Scot Harvath faces down
the country’s most powerful enemy.
Toyne, Simon Dark Objects – horror – (Book 3 in the Solomon Creed Series) Forensics expert Laughton
Rees hunts an unusually clever killer who appears to be staging murder scenes just for her.
Tremblay, Paul The Pallbearers Club – horror – A cleverly voiced psychological thriller about an
unforgettable, and unsettling, friendship with blood-chilling twists, crackling wit, and a thrumming pulse
in its veins.
Turtledove, Harry Three Miles Down – science fiction – A novel of alien contact set in the tumultuous
year of the Watergate scandal.
Unger, Kimberly The Extractionist – science fiction – Eliza McKay is a disgraced tough cyberpunk hacker
who is just trying to take back her career one dangerous job at a time!
Vaughan, Sarah Reputation – mystery – Emma is a respectable MP, a devoted mother, innocent of the
murder of a tabloid journalist, and she is a liar.
Ware, Ruth The It Girl – mystery – An unputdownable mystery following a woman on the search for
answers a decade after her friend’s murder.
Wiggs, Susan Sugar and Salt – romance – When baker Jerome “Sugar” Barnes loses a longtime tenant in
his commercial kitchen, BBQ master Margot Salton moves in from Texas.
Wiles, W.P. The Last Blade Priest – fantasy – An absorbing and original epic fantasy with rich worldbuilding and a wry take on genre conventions.
Williams, Tad Into the Narrowdark – fantasy – (Book 3 in the Last King of Osten Ard Series) The
bestselling world of Osten Ard returns as threats to the kingdom loom.
Zahn, Timothy The Icarus Plot – science fiction – Gregory Roarke has left his left arm and his bounty
hunting career behind and is now a Trailblazer, searching out new worlds for development.
Zevin, Gabrielle Tomorrow, and Tomorrow, and Tomorrow – A glorious and immersive novel about two
childhood friends, once estranged, who reunite as adults to create video games, finding an intimacy in
digital worlds that eludes them in their real lives.

August:
Abbott, Jeff Traitor’s Dance – (Book 6 in the Sam Capra Series) It’s been 10 years since Sam was a “spy
on call,” but now with the disappearance of an American traitor, Sam is dragged back in; working with
his former partner to stop a rising threat – one that could change his life forever.
Ackerman, Sara The Codebreaker's Secret – A brilliant female codebreaker. An “unbreakable” Japanese
naval code. A pilot on a top-secret mission that could change the course of WWII. A dazzling story of
love and intrigue set during America’s darkest hour.
Andrews, Donna Round Up the Usual Peacocks – cozy mystery – (Book 31 in the Meg Langslow Series)
Meg returns to her roots, juggling cold cases and wedding guests.
Andrews, Ilona Ruby Fever – romance – (Book 6 in the Hidden Legacy Series) The thrilling conclusion to
her trilogy featuring fierce and beautiful Prime magic user Catalina Baylor.
Ashley, Jennifer The Secret of Bow Lane – mystery – (Book 6 in the Below Stairs Mystery) In Victorian-era
London, amateur sleuth and cook Kat Holloway must solve a murder to claim an inheritance she didn’t
know she had.
Barnes, Julian Elizabeth Finch – We'd like to introduce you to Elizabeth Finch. We invite you to take her
course in Culture and Civilization. Her ideas are not to everyone's taste. But she will change the way you
see the world.
Betley, Matthew The Neighborhood – When an army of trained killers sweeps into town, it is
unassuming Zack Chambers who needs to pull out the secret deadly skills he had acquired in a former
life to defend his family and friends.
Bonda, Katarzyna Conspiracy of Blood – It’s time for Sasza to return to the police force, but first she
must ensure the safety of her daughter by putting to rest demons from her previous terrifying ordeal
which led her to leave Poland in the first place.
Bowen, Rhys Where the Sky Begins – As the bombs fall in 1940 London, Josie Banks’s world crumbles.
She tries for a fresh start in the countryside, but now a threat looms larger than anyone imagined. And a
dangerous secret is about to upend Josie’s life again. Her newfound courage will be put to the test if she
is to emerge, like a survivor, triumphant.
Bradby, Tom Yesterday’s Spy – mystery – A father searches for his missing son in 1953 Tehran in this
brilliantly plotted espionage thriller.
Bradley, Patricia Deception – (Book 4 in the Natchez Park Rangers Series) When a woman who looks like
Madison is attacked the night her grandfather is shot, it becomes clear something bigger is going on.
Brown, Sandra Overkill – mystery – To pursue the man who put his wife in a persistent vegetative state
for murder, Zach must turn off her life support. Faced with this ultimate decision, he must wrestle with
right and wrong in search of justice for Rebecca.

Burton, Jessie The House of Fortune – (Book 2 in the Miniaturist Series) Marin has passed, and her
daughter Thea is left to set their fortunes straight, but when Nella feels a prickling she wonders if the
miniaturist has returned.
Childs, Laura A Dark and Stormy Tea – cozy mystery – (Book 24 in the Tea Shop Mystery Series) A
possible serial killer on the loose sends tea maven Theodosia Browning into a whirlwind of investigation.
Colgan, Jenny Rules at the School by the Sea – (Book 2 in the Little School by the Sea Series) For the
second year at Downey House, it's getting harder and harder to stick to the rules.
Coulter, Catherine Reckoning – mystery – (Book 26 in the FBI Thriller Series) Agents Savich and Sherlock
are back, and this time both are enlisted to help women with traumatic pasts who are in mortal danger.
Dailey, Janet Quicksand – romance – (Book 3 in the Champions Series) The Champion family’s future is
on the line, but it’s Tess’ heart that will take the hit if she’s fallen for the wrong man.
Dean, Sunyi The Book Eaters – fantasy – Devon is part of a line of people for whom books are food, and
who retain the content after eating it. But when Devon’s son is born with a hunger for human minds,
there is no happy ending.
Donoghue, Emma Haven – In 7th century Ireland a priest and two monks follow a dream to build a
monastery on an isolated impossibly steep island in the Atlantic inhabited by tens of thousands of birds.
In such a place, what will survival mean?
Eason, Lynette Crossfire – (Book 2 in the Extreme Measures Series) Can FBI Special Agent Julianna James
and former sniper and current school resource officer Clay Snyder stop another shooting?
Edwards, Shaunna and Alyson Richman The Thread Collectors – Two women who risk everything for love
and freedom during the Civil War cross paths in New Orleans.
Elliot, Kendra In the Pines – mystery – (Book 3 in the Columbia River Series) Clues to a hidden treasure.
Clues to a family secret. Both lead to murder.
Feeney, Alice Daisy Darker – mystery – Trapped on an island where someone is killing them one by one,
the Darkers must reckon with their present mystery as well as their past secrets before the tide comes in
and all is revealed.
Ferguson, Sarah A Most Intriguing Lady – mystery – Bookish, intelligent Lady Mary is significantly
underestimated by all, but that is how she likes it. It is the perfect cover for her role as a sleuth, and with
the help of handsome war veteran Colonel Walter Trefusis, they solve crimes the wealthy elites would
never go to the police for.
Fielding, Joy The Housekeeper – mystery – A woman hires a housekeeper to care for her aging parents—
only to watch as she takes over their lives.
Ford, Jamie The Many Daughters of Afong Moy – Struggling with her mental health Dorothy tries an
experimental treatment that allows her to connect with past generations of women in her family.

Freeman, Brian I Remember You – mystery – A gripping psychological thriller about a woman haunted by
terrifying memories—of someone else’s life.
Galbraith, Robert The Ink Black Heart – mystery – (Book 6 in the Cormoran Strike Series) Cormon and
Robin are ensnared in yet another winding, wicked case.
Galligan, John Bad Day Breaking – mystery – (Book 4 in the Bad Axe County Mystery Series) Sheriff Heidi
Kick struggles to prevent a radical religious sect from turning her county into the next Jonestown, all
while a dark secret from her past puts her life in danger.
Gelman, Laurie Smells Like Tween Spirit – (Book 4 in the Class Mom Series) As the newest wrestling
mom, Jen finds herself thrown into the “guerrilla war against so-called perfect mothers” armed only
with her wit and humor.
Giddings, Megan The Women Could Fly – science fiction – A novel about the unbreakable bond between
a young woman and her mysterious mother, set in a world in which witches are real and single women
are closely monitored.
Goldin, Megan Stay Awake – mystery – Liv wakes up in a cab, with her hands covered in blood-stained
messages, unable to remember the last two years, but someone does know exactly what she did, and
they will do anything to make her forget – permanently.
Gray, Shelley Shepard Coming Home – romance – (Book 1 in the Woodland Park Firefighters Series)
When an army vet becomes a firefighter in small-town Colorado, the flames of an old love reignite.
Gray, Tammy L. Love and the Dream Come True – romance – (Book 3 in the State of Grace Series) Four
years after getting the biggest break of his life, Cameron Lee's music career has taken a nosedive. He
reluctantly returns home for a family wedding hoping to find his love for music again.
Gurnah, Abdulazak Afterlives – A sweeping, multi-generational saga of displacement, loss, and love, set
against the brutal colonization of east Africa.
Hall, Alexis Husband Material – romance – (Book 2 in the Material Series) Luc and Oliver have fallen in
love but now everybody around them seems to be getting married and Luc is feeling the pressure to
propose.
Hamid, Mohsin The Last White Man – One morning a man wakes up transformed – and others soon
follow. Across the land people are awakening in new incarnations…uncertain of their future.
Harris, Charlaine The Serpent in Heaven – urban fantasy – (Book 4 in the Gunnie Rose Series) Felicia,
Lizbeth's younger sister is attacked by her estranged family of wizards who want to use her as a pawn.
What no one expected, even Felicia, is that she may be the most powerful witch in a generation.
Hazelwood, Ali Love on the Brain – romance – (Book 2 in the Love Hypothesis Series) A scientist is forced
to work on a project with her nemesis with explosive results.

Hogan, Chuck Gangland – mystery – An epic thriller about the secret right‑hand man of one of the most
infamous unprosecuted mob bosses in American history – Tony Accardo, and the hidden crime that will
bring down an empire.
Holahan, Cate The Darkness of Others – mystery – Psychiatrist Imani Banks must decide if the renter she
wants to evict during the pandemic is a struggling actress, a professional grifter, or a killer.
Howard, Catherine Ryan Run Time – mystery – When the strange goings-on in the script of a horror
movie begin occurring on the set, the star begins to fear that the real horror lies off the page.
Huff, Tanya Into the Broken Lands – fantasy – To save their people, the Heirs of Marsan have no choice
but to enter, trusting their lives and the lives of everyone they Protect, to someone who shouldn't exist,
who can't be controlled, and who will challenge everything they believe about themselves.
Iglesias, Gabino The Devil Takes You Home – mystery – To cover his daughter’s medical expenses, Mario
became a hitman, and now he has been presented with an offer that will either pull him from poverty or
put a bullet in his skull.
Jamnia, Naseem The Bruising of Qilwa – fantasy – A nonbinary refugee practitioner of blood magic
discovers a strange disease-causing political rift in their new homeland.
Jance, J. A. Collateral Damage – mystery – (Book 17 in the Ali Reynolds Series) When Ali’s husband is
forced off the road in an airport limo, both he and the driver are injured, but who was the target and
who was collateral damage?
Jenkins, Beverly To Catch a Raven – romance – (Book 3 in the Women Who Dare Series) Former grifter
Raven teams up with the too handsome Braxton to reclaim the stolen Declaration of Independence.
Jenkins, Jerry B Dead Sea Conspiracy – (Book 2 in the Dead Sea Chronicles Series) Archaeologist Nicole
Berman is about to discover the key to unifying three major religions, if a dangerous and evil enemy
doesn’t stop her first.
Jensen, Krista Lynne Hearts of Briarwall – romance – England, 1906: Lydia is a young lady determined to
live life to the fullest and Spencer a man of practical purpose.
Jewell, Lisa The Family Remains – mystery – (Book 2 in the Family Upstairs Series) A woman stops at
nothing to find her husband’s murderer.
Jimenez, Simon The Spear Cuts Through Water – fantasy – Two warriors shepherd an ancient god across
a broken land to end the tyrannical reign of a royal family.
Johnson, Liz The Last Way Home – (Book 2 in the Prince Edward Island Shores Series) When Eli returns to
the broken family he left behind, can he make things work with his mother’s business partner, Violet?
Johnson, Tyrell The Lost Kings – mystery – A riveting psychological thriller with a killer twist about a
woman forced to confront the darkest moment in her childhood in order to move on from her past and
open her heart to love.

Jones, Sandie The Blame Game – mystery – Naomi is a psychologist specializing in domestic abuse, but
when a client and his files go missing symptoms of Naomi’s own dark past raise their ugly head.
Kellerman, Faye The Hunt – mystery – (Book 27 in the Peter Decker and Rina Lazarus Series) Detective
Peter Decker and Rina Lazarus return to Los Angeles when a kidnapping hits close to home.
Krueger, William Kent Fox Creek – mystery – (Book 19 in the Cork O’Connor Series) Follow Cork in a race
against time to save his wife, a mysterious stranger, and an Ojibwe healer from bloodthirsty
mercenaries.
Malerman, Josh Daphne – mystery – Horror has a new name: Daphne. A brutal, enigmatic woman stalks
a girl’s high school basketball team in a reimagining of the slasher genre.
Mathews, Sarah Thankam All This Could Be Different – An electrifying novel of a young immigrant
building a life for herself—a warm, dazzling, and profound saga of queer love, friendship, work, and
precarity in twenty-first century America.
McKenzie, Catherine Please Join Us – mystery – Joining a women’s networking group Nicole never
expected to be involved in helping to cover up a crime…and that is only the beginning.
Medoff, Jillian When We Were Bright and Beautiful – mystery – An electrifying, twisty, and deeply
emotional family drama, set on Manhattan’s glittering Upper East Side, that explores the dark side of
love, the limits of loyalty, and the high cost of truth.
Modesitt, L.E., Jr Councilor – fantasy – (Book 2 in the Grand Illusion Series) Steffan Dekkard is the first
councilor of the Council of Sixty-Six who is invulnerable to the manipulations and surveillance of
empaths – this makes him dangerous.
Moore, Lisa This Is How We Love – An exhilarating new novel that asks: What makes a family? How does
it shape us? And can we ever really choose who we love?
Moore, Taylor Firestorm – (Book 2 in the Garrett Kohl Series) DEA Special Agent Garrett Kohl must
rescue a CIA officer when she’s kidnapped in Texas by a nefarious band of criminals.
Mosberg, Jason My Dirty California – mystery – Aided by a group of strangers with their own shadowy
past, a young man descends into the Los Angeles underworld to find his family’s killer.
Musser, Elizabeth By Way of the Moonlight – When her grandmother’s will is read, the money Allie was
left was barely enough to cover the cost of hiring a lawyer. Unable to build the trauma recovery center
she had planned on, can Allie uncover the best kept secrets from her grandmother’s past to keep her
dreams alive?
Oates, Joyce Carol Babysitter – mystery – In the waning days of the 1970s, in the wake of unsolved
killings that have shocked Detroit, the lives of several residents are drawn together with tragic
consequences.
Patterson, James and Richard DiLallo The Ninth Month – mystery – Mother-to-be Emily Atkinson is sure
she’s being stalked. But without proof, will anyone trust her mother’s intuition?

Paul, Gill The Manhattan Girls - It’s a 1920s version of Sex and the City, as Dorothy Parker—one of the
wittiest women who ever wielded a pen—and her three friends navigate life, love, and careers in New
York City.
Petrucci, Claudia The Performance – mystery – The story of a love triangle played out through mutual
manipulation.
Pittman, Allison Laura’s Shadow – (Book 9 in the Doors to the Past Series) History and today collide in
stories full of mystery, intrigue, faith, and romance.
Pryor, Mark Die Around Sundown – mystery – The first entry in an exciting mystery series set in World
War II-era Paris, where a detective is forced to solve a murder while protecting his own secrets.
Quinn, Spencer Bark to the Future – mystery – (Book 13 in the Chet and Bernie Mystery Series) Chet the
dog and his PI partner Bernie Little track down a mystery from Bernie’s high school days and are soon
plunged into a danger.
Reid, Taylor Jenkins Carrie Soto Is Back – At 37, Carrie Soto returns to tennis to try and regain her record
of the most slammed titles that she just lost to a younger player.
Roby, Kimberla Lawson Sister Friends Forever – Serena, Michelle, Kenya, and Lynette have known each
other since they were small children. Now at age forty, they are still best friends forever, and they meet
for lunch on the first Saturday of every month, but their lives couldn’t be more different.
Rochon, Farrah The Hookup Plan – romance – Strong female friendships and a snappy enemies-to-lovers
theme take center stage in this highly anticipated romantic comedy.
Rose, Karen Quarter to Midnight – mystery – (Book 1 in the Quarter to Midnight Series) Welcome to the
sultry, crime-ridden city of New Orleans and meet a team of high-end PIs who are after justice, no
matter what they have to do.
Salvatore, R A Glacier’s Edge – fantasy – (Book 2 in the Way of the Drow Series) Trapped in the ice while
the world is on fire, Jarlaxle is in a race against time and burdened with a magical secret.
Schaffhausen, Joanna Long Gone – mystery – (Book 2 in the Detective Annalisa Vega Series) Her life
shattered after turning in her ex-cop father, Anna feels there is nothing to lose when she starts
investigating Detective Leo Hammond’s murder and the secrets behind the blue line.
Schober, Carmen Pretty Little Pieces – When Lex unexpectedly breaks up with Georgina, she thinks her
life is over until a ruggedly handsome ex-sniper and her twin sister show up.
Slaughter, Karin Girl, Forgotten – mystery – In 1982, Emily Vaughn has a secret that gets her killed at
prom. Now, 40 years later, Andrea Oliver is sent to Longbill Beach to protect a judge, but finds herself on
a search for Emily’s killer.
Steel, Danielle The Challenge – A small community is tested when their children go missing while
exploring a dangerous local peak, forcing them to band together during the crisis.

Takhar, Helen Monks Such a Good Mother – mystery – Some women would do anything for their
children.
Upson, Nicola Dear Little Corpses – mystery – (Book 10 in the Josephine Tey Series) Sept. 1, 1939, a little
girl vanishes during a mass evacuation without a trace.
Walker, Martin To Kill a Troubadour – mystery – (Book 15 in the Bruno, Chief of Police Series) Join
Bruno, France's favorite country cop, on his latest adventure as he fights to keep St Denis safe.
Wendig, Chuck Wayward – science fiction – (Book 2 in the Wanderers Series) As the surviving
sleepwalkers and shepherds dream of rebuilding human society, the forces of cruelty are amassing
under self-proclaimed president Ed Creel to stop them.
Wiggins, Marianne Properties of Thirst – A sweeping masterwork set during World War II about the
meaning of family and the limitations of the American Dream.
Winstead, Ashley The Last Housewife – mystery – A pitch-black thriller about a woman determined to
destroy a powerful cult and avenge the deaths of the women taken in by it.
Woods, Stuart Black Dog – mystery – (Book 62 in the Stone Barrington Series) Stone Barrington thought
he had seen it all, but his skill is put to the test like never before in this exciting adventure.
Zadeik, Anastasia Blurred Fates – mystery – Kate is living a lie. In a desperate attempt to create for her
children the safe, happy family she never had, she has been hiding dark secrets for decades—things
she’s convinced make her unworthy of her husband, Jacob, and the privileged life he has provided.
SEPTEMBER:
Adler-Olsen, Jussi The Shadow Murders – mystery – (Book 9 in the Department Q Series) The team must
hunt for a nefarious serial killer who has slipped under the radar for decades.
Allen, Sarah Addison Other Birds – When Zoey comes to an island outside of Charleston, she meets her
quirky and secretive neighbors, each with their own story, their own longings, their endings not written.
Anger, Kate The Shinnery – Inspired by an actual nineteenth-century honor killing in Stonewall County,
Texas, this novel traces a young woman's betrayal by family and employers and her path toward
revenge and redemption.
Atwood, Margaret – Fourteen Days – Set in a Lower East Side tenement in the early days of the
pandemic, this dazzling, heartwarming novel has an unusual twist: each character has been secretly
written by a different, major literary voice - from Margaret Atwood and Douglas Preston to Dave Eggers
and Celeste Ng.
Balson, Ronald H. An Affair of Spies – One mistake reverberates through the lives of many, setting off a
series of events that no one could have anticipated.
Box, C.J. Treasure State – mystery – (Book 6 in the Cody Hoyt/Cassie Dewell Series) Cassie is in Montana
on the trail of a con man.

Buckley, Christopher Has Anyone Seen My Toes? – A comic tour de force: the story of one man’s
spiraling journey through lockdown during the Covid-19 pandemic.
Carty-Williams, Candice People Person – Dimple Pennington’s never felt more alone in her life, that is
until a dramatic turn of events forces her to connect with her half siblings and her absent father.
Castle, Jayne Sweetwater and the Witch – romance – (Book 15 in the Harmony Series) Welcome to the
world of Harmony, where, despite its name, things are anything but, danger lurks beneath the surface.
Cleeves, Ann The Rising Tide – mystery – (Book 10 in the Vera Stanhope Series) Long-hidden secrets are
finding their way to the surface, and Vera and the team may find themselves in more danger than they
could have believed possible.
Cole, Alyssa The Caretaker (One of Us Knows) – mystery – A riveting thriller about the new caretaker of a
historic estate who finds herself trapped on an island with a murderer—and the ghosts of her past.
Crocker, H.W., III Armstrong and the Mexican Mystery – western – (Book 3 in the Custer of the West
Series) In this edition of the alternate Old West, George Armstrong Custer unearths a remnant of the
lost city of Atlantis and battles a cabal of Atlantans for the fate of America itself!
Daheim, Mary Lady MacDeath – cozy mystery – (Book 32 in the Bed and Breakfast Series) Unexpected
visitors bring old baggage and big trouble to Hillside Manor, threatening the livelihood and life of
innkeeper and amateur sleuth Judith McMonigle Flynn.
Davis, Krista A Good Dog’s Guide to Murder – cozy mystery – (Book 8 in the Paws and Claws Series) The
great Gingerbread Dog & Cat House competition has come to Wagtail, along with another murder to
solve for Holly and her supersmart Jack Russell terrier Trixie.
Eisler, Barry Amok – (A Book in the Dox Series) When the government offers a twenty-four-year-old
former Marine a five-figure payday, there’s only one question: Who does he have to kill?
Eskens, Allen Forsaken Country – mystery – Max Rupert has left behind his career as a homicide
detective to live in solitude until a shocking kidnapping sends him into the vast wilderness of
Minnesota’s Boundary Waters on a hunt for the most dangerous kind of criminal: a desperate father.
Flower, Amanda Because I Could Not Stop for Death – mystery – (Book 1 in the Emily Dickinson Series)
Emily Dickinson and her housemaid, Willa Noble, realize there is nothing poetic about murder.
Flynn, Vince and Kyle Mills Oath of Loyalty – (Book 21 in the Mitch Rapp Series) Mitch Rapp confronts a
very different kind of killer in the explosive new thriller.
Goldenbaum, Sally A Dark and Snowy Night – cozy mystery – (Book 5 in the Seaside Knitters Society
Series) Izzy, Birdie, Nell, and Cass must uncover a pattern to a series of mysteries to remove suspicion
from those they love, bring a murderer to justice, and keep Sea Harbor’s holiday magic from vanishing.
Gortner, C. W. The American Adventuress – The scandalous life of Jennie Jerome Churchill, mother of
Winston, an heiress from New York who married into one of England’s most storied families but who
always lived life on her own terms.

Graham, Heather Voice of Fear – romance – (Book 38 in the Krewe of Hunters Series) FBI Agent Jordan
Wallace is close to cracking the human trafficking case she’s been working when she does the one thing
she should never do: let her guard down.
Greer, Andrew Sean Less Is Lost – (Book 2 in the Arthur Less Series) The awkward and lovable Arthur
Less returns in an unforgettable road trip across America.
Griffin, W.E.B. The Attack – (Book 14 in the Badge of Honor) A dead girl, a wealthy family, and
indications of drug use: It's a toxic mix that leads Philadelphia detective Matt Payne deep into an
unexpected maelstrom of deceit and madness.
Harris, Robert Act of Oblivion – The search for two Englishmen involved in the killing of King Charles I
and the implacable foe on their trail—an epic journey into the wilds of 17th century New England.
Hartman, Virginia The Marsh Queen – mystery – Abruptly called back home Loni finds herself on a quest
to discover how her father really died all those years ago…it was not a suicide.
Hunter, Denise Harvest Moon – romance – (Book 3 in the Riverbend Romance Series) When a divorced
couple are left joint guardianship of their friends’ little girl, can they overcome their own grief and
regret, and become the loving family she needs?
Hunter, Faith Final Heir – urban fantasy – (Book 15 in the Jane Yellowrock Series) The stakes have never
been higher for Jane in this new pulse-pounding novel.
Huynh, Carolyn The Fortunes of Jaded Women – A multi-narrative novel about mourning, meddling,
celebrating, and healing together as a family. It shows how Vietnamese women emerge victorious, even
if the world is against them.
James, Nik Silver Trail Christmas – western – (Book 3 in the Caleb Marlowe Series) Gunslinger Caleb is
out to save his partner from ruthless ambition by taking on a power broker who's above the law.
Johansen, Iris Captive – mystery – (Book 29 in the Eve Duncan Series) Jane, Seth, and their newborn
baby thought they were going to have a happily ever after, but an evil psychopath is stalking Seth.
Johnson, Craig Hell and Back – mystery – (Book 18 in the walt Longmire Series) What if the only way you
know who you are is because your name is printed in the leather sweatband of your cowboy hat, and
what if it says your name is Walt Longmire but you don’t remember him?
Kalfar, Jaroslav A Brief History of Living Forever – science fiction – In a nativist near-future America
obsessed with eternal life and under the increasing threat of technological surveillance, a long-lost
brother and sister risk everything to reclaim their mother from oblivion.
King, Laurie R. Back to the Garden – mystery – A fifty-year-old cold case involving California royalty
comes back to life with potentially fatal consequences.
King, Stephen Fairy Tale – fantasy – A novel about a seventeen-year-old boy who inherits the keys to a
parallel world where good and evil are at war, and the stakes could not be higher for their world or ours.

Liasson, Miranda The Sweetheart Fix – romance – (Book 2 in the Blossom Glen Series) Three sisters and a
small town where everyone knows everyone else's business...what could possibly go wrong?
Lovegrove, James Life Signs – science fiction – (Book 5 in the Firefly Series) Serenity races against time to
save a crew member’s life.
Maden, Mike and Clive Cussler Hellburner – (Book 16 in the Oregon Files Series) Juan Cabrillo and the
crew of the Oregon must track down a nuclear torpedo before it unleashes World War III.
Mayor, Archer Fall Guy – mystery – (Book 33 in the Joe Gunther Series) A body found in the trunk of a
stolen car leads Joe and his team to crucial evidence on an infamous unsolved case from years past.
McCall-Smith, Alexander A Song of Comfortable Chairs – mystery – (Book 23 in the No. 1 Ladies
Detective Agency) Grace Makutsi encounters a pair of quandaries that will require all of her and Mma
Ramotswe’s cleverness and generosity to resolve.
McEwan, Ian Lessons – The story of one man’s life across generations and historical upheavals.
McGuire, Seanan Be The Serpent – urban fantasy – (Book 16 in the October Daye Series) An old friend
and ally turns out to have been an enemy in disguise for this entire time.
Michaels, Fern Falling Stars – romance – It’s not just Santa Claus who’s coming to town this
Christmas…one of Hollywood’s sexiest stars is, too, in this sparkling holiday romance.
Muir, Tamsyn Nona the Ninth – science fiction – (Book 3 in the Locked Tomb Series) With her city under
siege and the zombies coming back, all Nona wants is a birthday party. Nona would prefer to live an
ordinary life, but she knows nothing lasts forever.
Novik, Naomi The Golden Enclaves – fantasy – (Book 3 in the Scholomance Series) Saving the world is a
test no school of magic can prepare you for.
O’Farrell, Maggie The Marriage Portrait – Florence, 1560s: When her older sister dies on the eve of her
wedding, it is Lucrezia who must suddenly marry the heir to the Duke of Ferrara, Modena, and Reggio.
Patterson, James and Brendan DuBois Blowback – mystery – America has elected its most brilliant
president ever. Unfortunately, he’s also insane.
Penrose, Andrea Murder at the Serpentine Bridge – mystery – (Book 6 in the Wrexford & Sloane Series)
Beyond the glittering ballrooms and salons of Regency London, there are mysteries to untangle and
murders to solve.
Perry, Anne A Truth to Lie For – mystery – (Book 4 in the Elena Standish Series) A lethal new weapon
endangers all of Europe unless Elena Standish can rescue an ingenious scientist from Hitler's clutches.
Raybourn, Deanna Killers of a Certain Age – Billy, Mary Alice, Helen, and Natalie have worked as elite
assassins for forty years. Now they are marked for death and must bond together to save themselves.

Robards, Karen The Girl from Guernica – In 1937 at 17, Sibil’s mother dies in a bomb raid. Years later, as
WWII rages, Sibil becomes the perfect spy to join the resistance and fight those responsible for her
mother’s death.
Robb, J. D. – Desperation in Death – urban fantasy – (Book 55 in the In Death Series) A gripping new
thriller that pits homicide detective Eve Dallas against a conspiracy of exploitation and evil.
Ross, Fulton The Unforgiven Dead – mystery – An American billionaire’s daughter is found murdered on
a remote beach in the Scottish West Highlands, and the only clue is a Celtic voodoo doll.
Sawyer, Kim Vogel Still My Forever – A struggling composer senses a chance to get back on track and
rekindle an old flame, even if it means hiding the truth of his failures.
Serpell, Namwali The Furrows – At 12, Cassandra loses her little brother, but his body is never found. As
she gets older, she sees him everywhere until the day she meets a strangely familiar mysterious man.
Sexton, Margaret Wilkerson On the Rooftop – A stunning novel about a mother whose dream of musical
stardom for her three daughters collide with the daughters’ ambitions for their own lives.
Snyman, Monique Dark Country – mystery – When a ravaged corpse shows up occult crime expert Esme
Snyder finds herself in a cat and mouse game with a serial killer who uses the paranormal to do his
bidding.
Theroux, Paul The Belanger Brotherhood – (The Bad Angel Brothers) A brilliant new novel of chilling
psychological depth, the tale of a life-long rivalry between brothers.
Thorne, Sally Angelika Frankenstein Makes Her Match – romance – A historical rom-com that imagines
Victor Frankenstein’s sheltered younger sister and her attempts to create the perfect man.
Turow, Scott Suspect – mystery – (Book 12 in the Kindle County Series) A riveting legal thriller in which a
reckless private detective is embroiled in a fraught police scandal.
Weber, Carl The Family Business – (Book 6 in the Family Business) Another story of love, money, power,
and respect in the Family Business Series.

